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Introduction
This project was conducted in April 2006 in an attempt identify the traditional site of the
early Christian monastery on Eigg reputedly founded by the monk St. Donnan in the early
part of the 7th century AD. Work undertaken was non-invasive (topographical and
geophysical survey) in order to inform any future excavation in the area.

Figure 1. General location of island

Physical background
Eigg and its neighbours Canna, Muck and Rum constitute the Small Isles lying off the
west coast of mainland Scotland (fig 1). Eigg is the second largest of the group and
consists predominantly of Lewisian Gneiss interspersed by long ridges of hard igneous
pitchstone rocks, most noticeably An Sgurr (the ‘notch’) which dominates the island
landscape (Emeleus 1997: 105). The east side of the island is also home to a number of
geological erratics. Much of the island today is covered by open peat moorland, with
bogs in many places; grasses and shrubs form the majority of the vegetation, although
there are modern tree plantations and relict wild woodland, some of which is deciduous.
There are also areas of machair where relative sea level declines have left flat fertile areas
along the coastline.

Although Eigg lies within the Gulf Stream and is comparatively warmer than most
locations of this latitude, it receives much rainfall and experiences the harsh weather
carried by the prevailing westerly winds, particularly in winter. Despite the cold
temperatures compared to those in the more southerly Scottish lowlands, cereal crops
have traditionally been grown and processed in the area (eg Pennant 1774: 279) no doubt
aided by the warmer Gulf Stream autumns.
The Statistical Accounts show that, up until the middle of the 19th century, the people of
Eigg had been farmers, rearing cattle, producing potatoes and oats, and harvesting kelp
from the sea (OSA: 273; NSA: 146). However, the forceful removal of families in 1853
to make way for sheep had a major effect not only on the population of such a small
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island, but also on the landscape itself. By the time of the Second World War, the island
was effectively a recreational and sporting estate under various ownerships, ultimately
being the subject of a community buyout in 1997. Land use on the island today is of a
mixed economy, but is predominantly pasture for cattle and sheep. Today, the division of
the island into fields for grazing takes up approximately 17% of the total.

Archaeological background
The archaeological sites and monuments of Eigg have been comprehensively recorded by
the Royal Commission for Ancient and Historical Monuments in Scotland and published
in broadsheet form (RCAHMS 2003; also MacPherson 1878); these include an extensive
range of habitation/burial sites and portable antiquities ranging from prehistory to post-
medieval times, many discovered by farmers and antiquarians. There is, however, no
evidence for the presence of Mesolithic communities known to have been active on the
neighbouring island of Rum (Wickham-Jones 1990: 46). That apart, Eigg appears to have
been occupied continually up to the present day, albeit sparsely following the highland
clearances that occurred in the mid-19th century.

Donnan’s activities with which this project is concerned, belong to the later Iron Age
(Pictish period) which witnessed the consolidation of Dal Riata and Pictland, the two
major kingdoms in northern Scotland, a development intricately linked to the progress of
early Christianity in the region. At around 600 AD Eigg (recorded initially as Egea Insula
by Anderson (1922, I: 65)) was geographically peripheral to both kingdoms but arguably
lay along a line of maritime communication between the southern Hebrides and Skye
(MacDonald 1974: 57). According to sources the island became the adopted home of
Donnan, an early Christian missionary who reputedly fell foul of a local Pictish leader
and was martyred around AD 617 along with his followers (sources compiled by
Anderson 1922: I, 142-5). Donnan was a monk of unknown background, but was similar
in his monastic operations to that of Columba on Iona, although the two are said to have
been geographically independent (Smyth 1984: 109). Morphologcally therefore, any
monastic establishment at this time on Eigg is likely to have conformed to the Celtic
layout, consisting of vallum, central chapel and burial ground, and ancillary buildings
appropriate to the size of the community concerned. However, McDonald takes that view
that the important geographical position of the island, the absence of any genealogy of
Donnan, and the general paucity of dedications to his successors may indicate that the
community was eremitic rather than cenobitic (1974: 60). This may have significant
implications for structural arrangement, although in either case timber may have been the
dominant building material.

Donnan’s religious efforts on Eigg were not his first. He had founded religious
settlements already in northern Pictland, and Smyth is of the opinion that he was perhaps
trying to convert the populations on and around Eigg before other Irish monks attempted
the same (1984: 107-108). The nature of his demise (and subsequent martyrdom) on Eigg
is unclear. According to tradition the local chieftain, the Queen of Moidart, took a dislike
to his operations and ordered her subjects to kill both him and his followers (Anderson
1922: I, 143). A more apocryphal account tells that when they refused, she sent her own
group of female warriors to carry out the order, and all of the monastic inhabitants were
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beheaded and burned (Dressler 1998: 6-7). Traditions and local tales of magic wells and
sites associated with Donnan have been recorded by Martin (1703: 276-7), but it is
difficult either to assess their veracity or attribute them to modern landscape features. The
monastery appears to have flourished and was to remain active when the monastery at
Iona was becoming obsolete. By that time, however, the establishment is likely to have
been ‘Romanised’ and the Celtic church condemned as being heretical; this too may have
had implications for the structure and configuration of any monastic layout. Later, and in
common with monastic foundations elsewhere in the vicinity, the island was probably
plundered by the Norse in the 8th or 9th centuries. Evidence for Norse contact may be
interpreted from reputed Viking graves discovered in the vicinity during the 19th century,
one containing a sword (since lost) recorded as lying to the east of the chapel
(MacPherson 1876). A more enduring testimony lies among the placenames some two
thirds of which are fully or partly Scandinavian. Later Eigg fell under the control of the
Lordship of the Isles before finally being ceded to the Scottish crown in 1476.

The site of Donnan’s monastery is traditionally associated with the area around a ruined
chapel and burial ground north of the current farm of Kildonnan (figs 2 -5; appendix figs
17 & 18) although there is also another potential location on a headland to the south of
the farm (see below). The chapel is situated on a hillock, which itself is a platform in the
slope from the top of the hill Bealach Clith down to the promontory of Rubha na
Crannaig. To the west of the site the land drops steeply away down to a stream, and the
site of a modern (but disused) mill. Directly to the north of the chapel is a small wooded
area, whilst to the east are fields currently under pasture. To the south the land slopes
gently down to the modern farm of Kildonnan overlooking the harbour.

The chapel itself currently stands as a roofless shell of rubble construction measuring
some 15.5 x 0.9m and is arguably of 16th century date in its surviving form. Its character
and history have been discussed in detail elsewhere (NMRS inventory NM48NE 19.00;
RCAHMS 1928: 220; Miers 2008: 146). It contained a number of early grave markers
and cross slabs (Fisher 2001: 92-4) most of which (including part of a Pictish symbol
stone), are now preserved elsewhere locally or in the Royal Museum of Scotland,
Edinburgh. A 14th century cross shaft was located to the south of the chapel. The
graveyard is still in regular use.
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Figure 2. Eigg. Kildonnan lies at the south-east.

The exact whereabouts of the supposed monastic settlement has never been discovered.
MacDonald has analysed the immediate topography of the chapel area and has ascribed
surface undulations as being the results of natural features as opposed to any vestiges of a
deliberately created vallum (1974). His trial investigations too failed to find any structural
traces (ibid: 60-61) and the exact location of his excavations unfortunately appears not to
be recorded. Sometimes, early monastic establishments were further demarked using
sculpture, and there is some support here with the field names Crois Bheag and Crois
Mhòr to the west and east of the burial ground respectively.

There is also a tradition that a cist to the north-west of the chapel was the burial place of
Donnan but the ambiguous evidence for this, first identified by Martin from local sources
(1703: 238), has been thoroughly analysed by MacDonald and need not be discussed
further here. The earliest 19th century Ordnance Survey (OS) map (fig 3) depicts the
supposed location of this cist as well as the ruined chapel (described as ‘burial ground’),
and also an oval-shaped ‘grave yard’ a short distance to the south. The later 1888 edition
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(fig 4) depicts the same, but additionally shows a formal boundary separating the two
places of burial. This boundary leaves a curious angular piece of land lying to the south;
the position of the boundary was clearly important and it may recognise some pre-
existing division involving the ecclesiastical area. The edges of the burial ground are
more formalised on the modern landscape (fig 5) where the burial ground to the south,
although still separate, is depicted inside a complete enclosure.

Figure 3. Ordnance Survey map (scale 1:10560) of 1849

Figure 4. Ordnance Survey map (scale 1:10560) of 1888.
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Figure 5. Modern Ordnance Survey map (scale 1:25,000) showing the chapel area and additional
formalised boundary.

The burial ground itself is relatively flat, although it drops sharply to the south adjacent to
the walled grave yard which looks down over the farm at Kildonnan. According to
datable headstones, burials began in and around the 16th century chapel and spread
progressively outwards. Following the adoption of Protestantism by many islanders, a
separate part of the burial ground was established in the south. Many of the graves still
bear large inscribed headstones and a few are surrounded by metal fences, some over 1m
in height. A large inscribed stone cross shaft has been erected on a prominent point in the
centre of the burial ground, and a cross head lies against it. Many of the graves, in
particular those enclosed by iron fences, posed considerable difficulties to the survey,
difficulties exacerbated by barbed wire fence lines, stone walls and boggy ground. The
fenced area to the east of the main burial area contained ‘lazy beds’, remnants of former
cultivation strips. In turn this was bounded to the east by a large field currently used for
grazing. The area to the west of the burial ground, containing a trackway, also served as
open pasture. For working purposes the landscape could be divided into five zones (fig
6):

(i) the general area contained by the ‘burial ground’
(ii) the area to the east containing old ‘lazy bed’ features
(iii) the field used for grazing to the east of (ii)
(iv) the separately contained ‘grave yard’ to the south
(v) the area outside the boundary to the west
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Figure 6. Map showing sub-divisions of the site for working purposes using Ordnance Survey mapping
data (green). The area of resistance survey is shaded.

Fieldwork Methodology

Two methods of survey were undertaken: shallow sub-surface geophysical survey using
electrical resistance measurements, and topographic survey using a Total Station system
(combined electronic distance measurer and theodolite). The Total Station was set up on
a base station south of the chapel and was used to establish a series of 20 x 20m grids that
would form the basis of both topographical and geophysical survey.

Electrical resistance survey measures resistance to a current passed through the ground at
systematic intervals and distinguishes between buried materials of contrasting electrical
resistance, usually defined by retention of water content. The method is particularly good
for identifying linear features such as buried walls and ditches, or areas of disturbed
ground, such as graves. It may also be possible to detect the presence of some wooden
structures. Grids are normally surveyed at 1.0m intervals along both axes (400 readings
per 20m grid). However, the first grid here was undertaken at 0.5m intervals (800
readings per 20m grid), but the benefits gained from the extra resolution of the latter were
outweighed by time constraints, and the remainder of the survey was conducted at 1.0m
intervals. The data collected was filtered and normalised and is shown in fig 7. Greater
detail is shown in figs 8 and 9 (northern and southern parts of the site respectively). The
GIS programme also allowed the topographic data and the geophysical data to be
‘layered’ (figs 11-13 below).
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Figure 7. Resistance survey plot. Low resistance is shown by dark shading, the lighter areas represent
higher resistance. White spaces indicate areas where it was impossible to take readings, notably walling or

trees.

The areas of higher electrical resistance point to drier and denser parts of the ground and
would be indicative of either natural geology or archaeological deposits with low
moisture content. Generally, the high resistance readings occur within the area of the
present burial ground (i) and the field to the east (ii). It is most likely that these reading
demonstrate outcrops of natural bedrock close to the surface, although areas of collapsed
walling and building demolition would produce a similar set of results. A number of
linear anomalies of high resistance are visible across the central and north-eastern parts of
the site that may represent buried stone walling or surfaces (one of which was identified
as a pathway during the topographical survey (see below).

Lower resistance can be seen in the north-west corner of the site on the open land sloping
down to the river (v). Within these grids there are several low resistance patterns,
including small linear anomalies that may represent buried water or drainage channels
and one square feature located in the far north-west corner of the site. Several anomalies
of low resistance are noticeable in the main area of the burial ground. Towards the south
of the site is a linear feature of low resistance consistent with the current boundary of the
cemetery (iv). A further, somewhat larger anomaly running through the burial ground is
clearly visible as a low resistance features oriented north to south and terminates at the
location of a rectangular low resistance anomaly located to the immediate south-east of
the chapel. The area of the concrete tomb to the south of the chapel is defined by a ‘three
sided’ linear anomaly of low resistance. Two further sub-oval low resistance anomalies
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are present in the data, one located close to the centre of the site and a further, larger,
feature located to the north-east (ii).

The results along the trackway and neighbouring wall may be disregarded, as the material
used in the wall’s construction and repairs to the track will have undoubtedly have
obscured any existing features. Further geophysical survey is required to better define a
number of anomalies that are visible exceeding the eastern limits of this survey (iii).

Figure 8. The northern part of the resistance data in more detail.

Figure 9. The southern part of the resistance data in more detail.
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The topographical data can be split into two parts: the collection of features data using
EDM measurements (fig 10) and the use of spot heights (figs 11 and 12). The aim of the
topographic survey was to record the exact geographic location of the features visible at
the site, and to create an accurate topography that could be displayed through a
Geographic Information System (GIS) program. In this way it would be possible to view
archaeological and topographical features in plan and tie them into existing OS digital
mapping data. The position of the chapel remains, along with the boundaries and walls of
the various burial ground elements were recorded first, followed by individual grave
outlines where possible, and also graves marked out by fences. Systematic spot heights
were then recorded along grid line transects at 1m intervals. Fig 10 shows the main EDM
features recorded thus:

(A) remains of the 16th century chapel
(B) large concrete tomb
(C) the oldest, mainly Catholic burials
(D) the most recent, Protestant burials
(E) pathway through the burials
(F) walls of the southern burial enclosure
(G) large individual grave
(H) oval-shaped raised area of land
(I) farm trackway running along the side of the site

Figure 10. Data collected via EDM (blue), alongside digital mapping contours (purple).
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Given the time constraints of the project and instrument speed, it was only possible to
undertake spot height measurements on four of the grids. These are shown below in
conventional and 3D formats (figs 11 and 12). Fig 13 shows the resistance data overlain
by the EDM data for comparison.

Figure 11. Spot height data rendered and overlain by EDM data. Lighter areas depict higher ground, dark
areas depict low lying ground

Figure 12. A 3D representation of topographical spot height data, from three grids.
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Figure 13. Plan showing the resistance data overlain by the EDM data for comparison.

Conclusion
The low resistance anomalies seen in the four north-west grids, as they lie close to the
edge of the small valley, may be a result of natural hydrological processes. Equally, they
may be related to a anthropogenic water or drainage system the remains of which can be
seen alongside the trackway. The background here, and across the north-eastern part of
the site, is very ‘noisy’ and trial excavation is recommended. Several more defined
rectangular areas of low resistance can be equated to those of visible graves, most notably
a large fenced grave with a concrete cover slab. Other fenced grave plots nearer to the
chapel remains are also evident in the data. The low resistance feature at the north-east
corner of the site in the region of the lazy beds to the east of the burial ground (ii) looks
to be very angular. Some of the contrast here may be caused by an ‘edge’ effect between
adjacent geophysical grids, but the feature contrasts sharply with a surrounding lower
resistance area. Moreover, the anomaly clearly predates the lazy beds which overlie it and
it clearly earlier. This too may merit trial excavation. A linear low resistance feature to
the south-west is consistent with the current fence line, although this may represent a
much older boundary ditch. Inside the burial ground, a few metres to the north, is an area
of extreme high resistance c. 15 x 10m surrounded by a rough rectangular shape of
medium resistance, possibly the remains of a collapsed stone structure.
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The topographical survey provided a map on which to assess the geophysical survey
results in a more useful manner. Although the spot height data failed to show any unusual
features in the four grids surveyed, it at least shows the potential for further work of this
nature across the site as a whole. The EDM map (fig 10) shows the major features as seen
above ground, notably the annexed grave yard to the south. The graves within this area all
appear to be dated to the Victorian Era, although in its current form it appears to belie an
earlier oval or circular appearance as depicted on the early OS maps (figs 3 & 4 above).
Again, the antiquity of this enclosure needs to be established by physical investigation,
not least in view of the significance of similarly shaped enclosures on many early
Christian sites. Another feature seen in the EDM data is that of the pathway running from
a gate at the south of the site. The plan shows the pathway turning after the most northern
of the graves (D) and heading for the chapel. Although the track has a modern
appearance, its associated walling may be somewhat earlier and may benefit from further
work.

The headland of Rudha na Crannaig
Further evidence of a monastery may also exist on a headland to the south of the site at
Rudhana na Crannaig (Point of the Pulpit) where remains of earthworks are visible on
the surface. This is denoted as a ‘fort’ on the current edition of the OS map and in the
NMRS inventory (NM48SE 15) where a primary fort with secondary monastic
occupation is suggested. Despite coastal erosion and small scale robbing of stone, circular
structural earthworks can still be seen inside its boundaries. The site may also be a
contender for a religious settlement, if not Donnan’s monastery itself, but has never been
tested by excavation. The geographical relationship between the two sites is shown on fig
14.

Figure 14. The main site, and the ‘fort’ site some 500m to the south-east.
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In order to inform any future investigation a geophysical survey was undertaken using a
single 20 x 20m grid and the results are shown in fig 15. The features identified sit
uncomfortably with the superimposed OS earthworks (fig 16) but this may be a result of
the larger scale of OS mapping. There are two distinct areas of extreme high resistance, in
the west and south of the grid respectively; these may be interpreted as a north-south
aligned feature and a corresponding east-west return. Alternatively, given the nature of
the rocky headland, this may equally represent underlying bedrock. Further medium
resistance linear anomalies are visible, but the nature of these features would require trial
trenching to confirm the presence of structural remains.

Figure 15. The resistance survey grid of the ‘fort’ site.

Figure 16. The OS data fused with the resistance data.
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Discussion

As noted above, there is both documentary and apocryphal evidence to point to the chapel
site as being the location of Donnan’s establishment. The topographical and geophysical
data generated here has gone some way to support this: they have shown the church area
as being a relatively complex archaeological site; identified a series of anomalies, and
posed a further set of questions. Non-invasive investigation of this type can provide a
useful tool in site assessment but has clear limitations. While further survey work will
have its uses, particularly with a continuation of spot height recording and fusion with
geophysical data, more significant progress is only likely to be achieved by more invasive
means. Key points of action might be summarised thus:

 The need for trial excavation in specific locations around the chapel
 The need for further spot height survey in order to complete the landscape

assessment
 The need for selective excavation on the headland site to the south of the chapel
 The need to date any structural remains or evidence found

John Hunter
Kevin Colls
Paul Collins

Birmingham July 2008
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Appendix (figs 17 & 18)

Figure 17. View from the burial ground north to the chapel

Figure 18. View from the burial ground south to Kildonnan farm


